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Mission of the Lucy Family Institute is to enable positive impact 
on society and individual lives through innovative domain-
informed and data-driven methods and applications. 



Quoting Elinor Ostrom from her 2009 Nobel Prize Lecture, “when the world we  
are  trying  to  explain  and improve, however, is not well described by a 
simple model, we must continue to  improve  our  frameworks  and  theories  
so  as  to  be  able  to  understand complexity and not simply reject it.’’ 

Quantified Self <-> Qualified Self 

“What people say
What people do
And what people say they do
Are entirely different things,” Margaret Mead 

How do we infer human narratives and impact? 



Data and Society: convergent interdisciplinary program,  founded on the principles of collaboration 
and shared outcomes,  and sustained by communities of practice.

Society is a collection of actors, 
organizations, and problems. 



For Example,

How do we sense and collect multitude of data in response to a societal challenge?

How do we model/learn from data of multiple modalities? 

How do we provide a detailed and timely understanding of a pressing society’s challenge?

How do we develop and sustain an action or intervention?

How do we ensure we are deeply attendant to the issues of ethics, equity, social responsibility and 
engagement?

How do emergent phenomena interplay with society? 

Inspire Research and Service



Inspire Education



WHAT DOES QUANTIFIED SELF TELL US ABOUT QUALIFIED SELF?







https://www.who.int/gho/child-malnutrition/en/





STRUCTURAL AND SOCIAL 
DETERMINANTS OF HEALTH PDT

Supports basic, clinical and translational research that 
1) enables a deeper understanding of how social, 

economic, and environmental contexts shape patterns 
of health and wellness, including onset of diseases and 
disorders, within communities; and

2) informs effective treatments and interventions to 
promote equitable opportunities for good health and 
wellbeing among all people of Indiana.



To reap the benefits of Innovation:

1) alignment with societal needs and grand challenge problems,
2) algorithmic and data responsibility, and 
3) knowledge of and compliance with best practices, coupled with 

a human-driven value system of sound judgment 


